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Bag Pack Variety

Aruj Tejpal, AIS Vas 1, KG B, poses with his copy of The

Global Times in front of the Jallianwala Bagh, Amritsar,

Punjab. On April 12, 1919 approximately 1000 people gathered

were killed on the order of Brigadier-General Reginald Dyer.

GT Travels to Amritsar

Got some clicks with GT while on the go? Get them

featured!  Send them to us at gttravels@theglobaltimes.in

The queen bee can live upto five years and
her role is to fill the hives with eggs.

All top quotes and illustration compiled by
Sera Mendiratta, AIS Saket, IV

The Angry Birds
Released: May 20, 2016

Director: Clay Kaytis and Fergal Reilly

Starring: Danny McBride, Jason Nicholson,

Josh Gad, Maya Rudolph

Rating:
Genre: Action/Adventure

Narrative: Who doesn’t love angry birds goof-

ing around? This movie captures the love for

these tiny little creatures. It revolves around an

island populated by happy birds, except for

Red, who has a temper issue, speedy Chuck and

the ever volatile Bomb who feel out of the

place. Red’s temper issues lead to him being

driven to anger management sessions, which

prove to be of little help. 

Things get more interesting as a bunch of pigs

reach the island. Pretending to be friends, they

secretly plan to invade the island. Red, who can

see through their plan, tries to convince the na-

tives of the island, but all thanks to his past be-

haviour, no one believes him. 

Analysis and inspirations: The movie does its

bit of delivering a sensitive message that of not

judging others. But primarily, the movie aims

at being funny, and does that job rather well. It

aims at entertainment and doesn’t disappoint. 

Best dialogue: Bomb:“If my name were Bobby,
would you ask me what is my hobby? Or if my
name were Judice, would you ask me what my
mood is? I laugh, I cry, I love, I hate, I do so
much more than detonate. Think about it.”

Review by: Ananya Vij Mandakini,

AIS Vasundhara 1, VIII

Daily dilemmas
Every day you have choices to

choose apple juice instead of the

orange one, going left instead of

right and the list goes on. In our

world, we have to live with only

one single choice that we make.

What if I tell you that there is an-

other world out there where you

chose the orange juice. Yes, this

might sound crazy but there is no

theory that can irrefutably dis-

credit its validity. And these the-

ories have been around since

1954, when Hugh Everett gave

his ‘Many World Interpretation’
theory.

Fiction unboxes reality
DC Comics fans, do you re-

member the Flash episode, when

Cisco started having hallucina-

tions? Cisco had a hallucination

of his brother Dante and finds

out that if he gets the Philoso-

pher’s Stone, he can bring

Dante back, but when he opens

the box, he unleashes Savitar. It

was later found out that they

were actual situations from a par-

allel universe, where they had

taken absolutely different choices

than their present ones. 

Two to tango
Moving on, what the ‘Many

World Interpretations’ basically

means is that, since the wave

function never collapses, every

possible outcome of any event is

realised in a separate and non-

communicating physical reality,

which actually exists alongside

ours. If Everett’s Many Worlds

Theory is to be believed, it holds

many ramifications that com-

pletely transform our perceptions

on life. There are an infinite

number of parallel universes and

infinite copies

of each person.

Love for doppelgangers
The theory implies that all of us

have doppelgangers (how cool is

that?), who resemble us in facial

and body features, but contrast-

ingly we do not have identical

personalities (one of us may be

aggressive and another may be

passive) because each one expe-

riences a separate outcome. 

Versions of “What is’s?”
Each and every one of us – or

some version of us in a parallel

universe – has done or will do

everything. At any rate, this

means that there is a version of

you who missed their bus this

morning and had to take a metro.

There is

also a version

of you who was at-

tacked by a kamikaze bald

eagle, for this doesn’t just apply

to mundane stuff.

Disclaimer: I also did not write
this article that you are reading
in the other world and in an-
other world you didn’t realise
that I spelled you’re wrong. Wait
I just pointed it out, well that
means in one of the worlds I did-
n’t point it out and……. You get
the point!G  T

Ek plate aur...
From aloo chat to shikanji, our streets, thankfully, still shower us with

these seasonal snacks. So let’s look at yummy healthy street foods to enjoy

Dhairya Chaudhary, AIS PV, XI C

I
f Indian street food were to be a

planet, it would supersede Jupiter.

The planet is home to a lot more

than the rather mainstream pav-bhaji

or aloo tikki. Chura matar, benne

dosa, malaiyo, etc may not be your

regular golgappa, but do constitute a

part of the world of Indian culinary

served on street side. Another prob-

lem with Jupiter is that no one wants

to go there (Mars is more fashion-

able). Our Indian street food suffers

the same fate as western counterparts

like fries, burgers and pizza hog the

limelight, after being hogged on. The

reasons? Everything from non-fash-

ionable to unhealthy. This article is an

attempt to dismiss all these claims. 

Shakarkandi Chaat
Season: Winters

Sweet and succulent, this street style

excellence, scores high both on taste

and nutrition. Sweet potato is an ex-

cellent source of Vitamin C, Vitamin

A, and Vitamin B, along with essen-

tial minerals like Manganese, Iron

and Potassium. With only 112 calo-

ries per sweet potato and zero fat, it is

a great option for weight watchers. 

Corn Cob / Bhutta
Season: Monsoon

Ever nibbled on a corn cob, watching

the rain fall on your window? If yes,

you must know what bliss feels like

and you never have to feel guilty

about eating this one for it is low on

calories and fat. And what’s more is

that corn is full of carotenoids such as

(lutein and zeaxanthin) and antioxi-

dants. Ab, isse healthy kya hoga?  

Dosa / Idli
Season: All seasons

If you are looking for a quick bite,

then this is where you need to seek

solace. Healthy and yummy, there is

nothing more beautiful in the world

than a crispy dosa or a soft idli, served

with piping hot sambhar. These south

Indian delicacies are made from rice

and urad dal, which is a source of iron

and calcium. While iron helps in pro-

ducing oxygen in the body, calcium is

essential for maintaining healthy

bones. Can you ask for more? 

Dahi Vada
Season: Summers

Nothing beats the heat better than a

plate of soft vada soaked in fresh

curd, topped with red and green chut-

ney. Contrary to popular belief, not all

street food recipes are fattening. Just

like the vada; some are shallow fried,

and some even steamed. So, when

you spot a food stall ask about the

prep method, and once you spot a

food stall that serves steamed vadas,

hold on to them for dear life.

Dhokla 
Season: All season

As this soft sponge like thing melts in

your mouth, you can only thank God

for inventing things like dhokla. But it

is not just the taste that puts it in the

list of most preferred chaat. This Gu-

jarati snack is the topper of the

healthy class. Firstly, it is made of

gram flour, then it is fermented,

which only increases the nutritional

value of pulses used, and to top it all,

it is steamed. So much goodness in

that tiny yellow cube. 

Coconut Water
Season: Summer/ All season

Before kids start stealing thunder, the

good old ‘naariyal pani’ quenched

every ‘pyaas’. Unlike those fooling

colas, this low-calorie natural bever-

age detoxifies the body. Besides, it is

packed with antioxidants, amino

acids, enzymes, B-complex vitamins,

Vitamin C and minerals. 

So, next time there is ‘mangalyaan’,

just root for Jupiter!G  T

Yo Yo! I am
super yummy

with a dash of
seasonings!!!

A
s per the ‘Many Worlds Interpretation’ quantum of Physics, we live in an
infinite web of alternate timelines, Yastika Biswas, AIS Gur 46, 
XII D decodes the possible multiverse theories.

You didn’t read this!

Namaste!
Hum kam

healthy nahi!
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